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3:00 p.m., Yanjing ancestral home, in Lin Yan's residence ......

In the event that you're not a good candidate for the job, you'll be able to get a good

deal on the job, and you'll be able to get the job done.Why the rush to have me picked up

now, I'm still in class ......"

Lin Yu said and smiled a little at Dong Xue.

"This morning, what did Uncle Tian say to you when he went to the school to find

you?"Dong Xue's eyes were complicated to Lin Yu, she also had eyes in the school, and
knew that this morning, Lin Jaitian went to Lin Yu.

Lin Yu shook his head and said innocently, "Mom, second uncle didn't say anything to
me ah, just told me to study hard, just simply went to see me ah, oh yes, Uncle Jae Tian
also bought me some snacks, mom, those snacks I ate, this you will blame me?"As Lin Yu

said that, he pitifully lowered his head.

Just after lowering his head, Lin Yu's eyes were filled with a strange color, and how

could he look at that look was not like what a nine-year-old schoolboy should have.Those
eyes were filled with endless ambition, and a hint of deep resentment!

Pa ...... In the next moment, suddenly Lin Yu's head was lifted up by Dong Xue.Lin Yu

was simply unprepared, that is, by Dong Xue all of a sudden to lift up, so at this moment

the ambition and resentment in his eyes, by Dong Xue to see a clear ......

Ah ...... Dong Xue screamed, her entire body was afraid and took several steps back,
she looked at the child she had given birth to in front of her, at this moment she only felt,
endlessly unfamiliar, even Lin Yu's eyes, made her feel afraid.Just then Dong Xue cried

out, tears popping and falling down ......

Dong Xue pointed at Lin Yu and said, "You you you ...... you're not my Yu'er anymore,
you're not anymore, my Yu'er won't have such a resentful look in her eyes, it won't be
there, it won't be ......"



Lin Yu knew that he was exposed, if it was before, he might still pretend, and he

would still act like a good boy in front of Dong Xue.But today he didn't want to pretend

because in the morning, Lin Zai Tian had already told him that they would kill Lin Hao

tomorrow at his wedding.And after Lin Hao's death, Lin Yan would also abdicate and he

would be the young master of the Lin Clan and would directly inherit the Clan after a few
years.

Lin Yu looked at Dong Xue and said in a low voice, "Mom, since you found out, I'm
not going to pretend.Lin Hao has already been kicked out of the family by his father, by
what authority, why is he still the young lord of the family?Why wouldn't I be?Why

wouldn't I be?I'm such a good student that when I grow up, I'll never be worse than
him!For what?Because he was born before me?I'm not convinced, I'm not convinced!The
Lin family is mine, only mine!"

The resentment in Lin Yu's eyes became even stronger as he said that.Dong Xue

looked at Lin Yu incredulously with tears streaming down her eyes, "You ...... are still a
child ah, where did you get such a big hatred ah?You don't need anything, so you have to

inherit the Lin family?What's wrong with living your life in peace?Not good?"

"No!I don't want a normal life!I'm going to be the Lord of Lim!I want money, I want
power, I want status, I want zero!Why should I be inferior? Why should I!My last name is

Lin too!I'm also the young lord of Lim!I'm a father's child too!I ......" Lin Yu frantically

shouted at Dong Xue.

"No ...... you're not ......" but just as Lin Yu hadn't finished his sentence, Dong Xue

suddenly shouted and interrupted him.

"What, Mom, you ...... you...what did you just say?"Lin Yu was suddenly shocked by

Dong Xue's sentence.

Dong Xue sighed deeply, shook her head slowly with tears, and said to Lin Yu in

endless pain, "You're not his child, I know this, he also knows that you won't be able to
inherit Lin's in your lifetime, you won't inherit Lin's, you won't ......"

"No, it's impossible, my last name is Lin, I'm the young master of the Lin Clan, I, how
could I not be?"Lin Yu at this moment he was straight up stupid.



Chapter 582

Yue Dong incomparably nodded her head in pain, "Yes, you're not, you're not."

"Then, then whose child am I?"Lin Yu asked stupidly to Dong Xue.

Dong Xue shook her head, "I, I don't know, you're the one I picked from the sperm

bank, the other's identity is confidential, Yu'er, but I'm your real mother ah, I'm your real

mother ah, listen to me, Lin's going to change, it's too dangerous here, you have to leave,
we're leaving Yanjing, we're going to live in a place where no one will find us, we still
have money, you'll have your whole lifeHappy, I'll give you my word, I'll give you my

word, okay?"

Dong Xue thought about what Lin Zai Tian had told her today at noon, asking her to

drug Lin Yan and just poison Lin Yan tomorrow when she found a time when Lin Yan was
unprepared.It's just that when Dong Xue knew Lin Yan, she was already convinced by Lin

Yan's gestalt, Dong Xue really likes Lin Yan, how could she do it to Lin Yan?

And she was indeed nurtured by Lin Zai Tian, from the time she was little Dong Xue

was an orphan, she was adopted by Lin Zai Tian and then kept nurturing her for more

than ten years, she became incomparably better in every aspect.Finally Lin Zai Tian

created a perfect opportunity for her to get close to Lin Yan.With Lin Zai Tian's
understanding of Lin Yan, all Dong Xue soon gained Lin Yan's trust and goodwill and

became friends with Lin Zai Tian.

But slowly as she got in touch with Lin Yan, she was completely convinced by Lin

Yan's quality.She really fell in love with Lin Yan, and just when Lin Yan's wife died and

Lin Yan was at his most desperate, he found her and complained to her, and that's when
Lin Zai Tian's last order to her came down, which was to sleep with Lin Yan and conceive

Lin Yan's child!Marry Lin Yan!

It was just that at that time, Dong Xue saw that Gestalt-like man in so much pain after

losing his beloved.She chose to tell Lin Yan all the truth, yes, from that day ten years ago,
Dong Xue betrayed Lin Zai Tian and stood with Lin Yan completely ......

It could only be said that Lin Yan was really too good and really caring towards Dong
Xue.And Dong Xue was also a really good woman at heart, a gentle and kind woman, but
she was used by Lin Zai Tian.When she was a child, with her identity as an orphan, facing



a terrifying existence like Lin Jaitian, she had no choice but to do as Lin Jaitian told her,
for Lin Jaitian to drive ......

After learning all the truth, Lin Yan, and Dong Xue talked one night, the two will be

the plan, in front of Lin Zai Tian, in front of the entire Lin Clan, acting for a whole decade,
and in this decade, Dong Xue but no regrets for Lin Yan ......

But Dong Xue's heart was always afraid, always afraid that Lin Zai Tian would find

her again.After ten years of being so scared, the day finally came, and just today Lin Zai

Tian found her and told her that they would kill Lin Hao tomorrow.Also let her get Lin

Yan killed tomorrow ......

So after Dong Xue separated from Lin Zai Tian, she quickly called for someone to

bring Lin Yu back.She was going to take Lin Yu and leave Yanjing.Dong Xue had agreed

with Lin Yan that Lin Yan would provide her with a shelter that was extremely secretive,
and Dong Xue had always had a large sum of money in her hands, which was enough for

them and their mother and son to live for the rest of their lives, and even live

exceptionally well ......

Just what Dong Xue didn't expect was that those people, Lin Zaitian, not only ruined

her life, but also did it to Lin Yu.Dong Xue didn't know what Lin Zaitian and the others

had instilled in Lin Yu.But right now when she looked at this resentful, gloomy look in Lin

Yu's eyes, she understood.In fact, in the past, Dong Xue had occasionally seen such

expressions from Lin Yu's eyes, but many times they were fleeting and Dong Xue didn't
think much about it.But today when she learned that Lin Zai Tian had actually gone to Lin
Yu just after finding her, Dong Xue was afraid in her heart ......

As expected, those people in Lin Jie Tian were still doing it to Lin Yu.They filled Lin

Yu's little heart with endless ambition and resentment towards Lin Yan and Lin Hao.And
ambition is something like poison, once it's planted, it's hard to eradicate it ......

"No, you're lying to me, you're lying to me, I'm the young master of the Lin Clan, I'm
not leaving, I'm not leaving ......" Lin Yu panicked, he was still young but he understood a

lot of things, he didn't want to lose his identity as the young master of the Lin Clan and he

couldn't lose it either.

Lin Yu said and ran outside without looking back, he was going to find Lin Zai

Tian!Yes, this moment.



The person he was going after was actually not Lin Yan, but Lin Zai Tian, and he already

understood what those Lin Zai Tian people wanted.But he was willing to work with Lin

Jaitian and the others, because then Lin was still nominally his ......

"Yu'er, you don't run, you come back ...... "Dong Xue saw Lin Yu run outside, quickly
went forward and pulled him, but Lin Yu backhandedly pushed Dong Xue hard and yelled,
"Don't bother, I'm going to find Lin Jie Tian, you can't help me, Lin Jie Tian can help

me ...... "Lin Yu said and ran forward again.

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the website of the company, and then
you can see that the company's website is a great place to start. ...... ...... It's just that Lin
Yu didn't run out a few steps when there was suddenly a loud bang behind him, Lin Yu

quickly looked back, and then he saw Dong Xue's head knocked on the corner of the table,
and also the back of the head knocked up, at the moment bright red blood, and constantly
flowing down ......

Hayashi was stupid and stood there, at a loss for words ......

And this moment, Lin Yan just walked in, Lin Yan just came in, and saw standing in

the doorway, panicked Lin Yu, the next moment steak Ai Yi dye whisk Lu Yiwu Lin Yan

fiercely looked at the house fell in a pool of blood Dong Xue ......

Chapter 583

Lin Yan took a deep look at Lin Yu and when he saw Lin Yu's hate-filled eyes, he
understood.Lin Yan didn't pay any attention to Lin Yu at the moment, instead he quickly

picked up Dong Xue and held her in his arms, Lin Yan looked at the big bloody hole

knocked out of the back of Dong Xue's head, he was full of complications.

"Lin ...... Diff ...... I'm sorry, I ...... I may not be able to hold on ......" said Dong Xue

with blood flowing from his mouth to Lin Yan.

Lin Yan heart incomparably complex, looking at Dong Xue shook his head and said:
"No, the one who should say sorry is me, I'm sorry, when mistaken your ten years of the

best time, I'm sorry, it's Lin Yan's fault ......"



Dong Xue shook her head with difficulty and looked deeply at Lin Yan, "Revenge, did
you take revenge?Did you kill Lin Jaejoong?"Dong Xue spoke with a hint of hatred in her

tone as she said this.

Lin Yan nodded heavily and said, "Well, kill, not only Lin Jaitian, but also Lin Jiuyin,
and all the personnel of the Lin Clan branch in Yanjing, all of them are gone

today.Vengeance is avenged ...... "Lin Yan knew that Dong Xue had been ruined by Lin Jai

Tian all her life, killing Lin Jai Tian was not just Lin Yan's revenge, it also had a share of

Dong Xue.

"Well, then I'm relieved, I'm relieved ...... "Dong Xue's voice is getting smaller and

smaller, her face is getting whiter and whiter, her body is getting colder and colder, Lin
Yan knows that now Dong Xue is definitely not going to be saved, Dong Xue's injuries are
just too heavy and too severe to be saved.

"Dong Xue, you are a good woman, this life is all I owe you, if, if in the next life, I will
pay you back, I swear, I will pay you back ......" Lin Yan knew that Dong Xue was going to

die, this scene was just like his wife more than ten years ago, his wife, the woman he

loved the most, diedIt was exactly the same in front of him.Lin Yan had thought that since
that time, his heart had died long ago.But he was still wrong.Although Dong Xue was sent

by the enemy, he still had a bit of affection for Dong Xue after more than ten years, I
should say affection ......

Dong Xue has never done anything wrong, in these ten years, husband and son, know
the book, did not do anything to interfere with his things, really did a whole decade of

good wife ......

"I'm sorry ah ......" Lin Yan incomparably pained and incomparably emotional said this

to Dong Xue.

Dong Xue incomparably looked at Lin Yan with deep affection, then looked at Lin Yu

who was now frightened white, but his eyes were still filled with resentment, and said to

Lin Yan, "I was wrong, I thought I could teach him to be an adult, but I didn't do it, I'm an

incompetent ah ...... incompetent mother ah ......"

After Dong Xue finished speaking, with the last hint of regret, her hand dropped down
and she no longer had any strength to support it.The first thing you need to do is to make

sure that you have a clear understanding of the situation.



Lin Yan held Dong Xue, who was covered in blood, and his right hand gently stroked

her long hair.For more than ten years, no one actually knew that Lin Yan and Dong Xue

had been only husband and wife, but not in any way.Because Lin Yan had a wound in his

heart, Dong Xue was also very understanding.Just be Lin Yan's nominal wife for a whole

ten years ......

The time in the room seemed to freeze at this moment, Lin Yan was holding the dead

Dong Xue, he didn't say a word, Lin Yu just stood to the side, he was completely terrified

because he just heard Lin Yan himself say that Lin Zai Tian and Lin Jiuyin had been killed
by Lin Yan.

At this moment Lin Yu was filled with fear, the reason why he had the bottom line was

because he felt that he still had the support of Lin Zai Tian and Lin Jiuyin behind him.Of
course he had already made plans that when he grew up, he would follow the example of

Emperor Kangxi and kill all of these old people one by one.But now when he was young,
he still needed the help of those people.

But now Earth Yi Zero Yi Service Yi Shade's hopes had been half dashed when all

those people were killed by Lin Yan.And he wasn't even Lin Yan's real son, he didn't even
know who his real father really was!

"Father ...... Father, is what my mother said true?I ...... I'm really not your son?"Lin
Yu pretended to be Chu and asked to Lin Yan.

Yes, the nine-year-old Lin Yu, his first question to Lin Yan was not about his concern

for Dong Xue or his own mother.Rather, it was a question about his own origins.The
question was about whether or not he could inherit the Lin family in the future.In fact,
this question said it all ......

"Hey ...... "When Lin Yan heard Lin Yu's question, he sighed deeply.There were too many

things mixed in with this sigh, like the deep helplessness, like the pain in Lin Yan's heart,
and the regret ......

Because although Lin Yu wasn't his biological son, but in the past ten years, in order

to repay Dong Xue's kindness, he, Lin Yan, had also treated Lin Yu like his own son.The
original wait until everything was over, when Lin Yu grew up, he would definitely get

achievements he couldn't imagine, spend endless money, and even if he couldn't inherit
the Lin family, he could still be completely well fed and well clothed in this life.But Lin
Yu wanted more ......



Chapter 584

Lin Yan looked deeply at Lin Yu and said in a low voice, "Tell me, how did your mother

die, exactly?"

Lin Yu's face became even whiter, his body involuntarily took two steps back, lowered
his head and gritted his teeth, saying, "I ran out, my mother was chasing after me, she
didn't stand still, so she fell down, and that's how ...... is ......"Lin Yu lied with his head

down and his teeth gritted, Dong Xue is dead and he wants to maximize his profits.He's
still young, just give him time and he'll grow up, when he grows up, he'll have everything
and have everything ......

Lin Yan once again sighed deeply and looked at Lin Yu and slowly said, "Xue'er and I,
we thought we could teach you well, make you kind-hearted, and make your heart

grateful to this world.But you ended up thinking too much, thinking about too many

things that you shouldn't be thinking about or doing at your age ......"

Lin Yan paused and continued, "You are not my son, no matter what Lin Zai Tian, Lin
Jiuyin and the others say, you won't inherit the Lin family in the future.But you can get

monstrous finances, power, and status.What I originally wanted was for you to support

your big brother in the future, but I was wrong.For the sake of acting, I let you see that

my hatred with your big brother made you just think that you will probably inherit the
Lin Clan's headship in the future, and with the malicious indoctrination of those people in

Lin Jaiyin, your mind has been twisted ......"

"Father, I ...... I ......" said Lin Yu, still looking innocent, to Lin Yan.

But Lin Yan shook his head, "Stop acting, you're only how old you are.I've been acting
since your mother was pregnant with you, and you're not even close.Do you really think

that a child born in a big family like ours can still maintain that innocent innocence on
their face, in their eyes, until they are nine or ten years old?It's impossible, in a family

like this, ah, a child of ten is mature in mind ah ...... mature ......"

Lin Yan said and slowly placed Dong Xue on the ground, incomparably tenderly.He
didn't look at Lin Yu anymore, but just stared at Dong Xue, Lin Yan bowed his head

deeply to Dong Xue: "I owe you this life, I owe you, I'm sorry, I'm really sorry, I'm sorry,
I'm really sorry, I'm really sorry ......"



Lin Yan was in the house saying sorry words to Dong Xue's corpse, but the killing
intent on his body was getting stronger and stronger, the hostility on his body was getting

heavier and heavier, Lin Yu listened and suddenly turned pale, his face was instantly
white, the next moment he turned and ran, going outside with his maximum speed and

strength, he had to get out of here, he had to get out of here ......

Puff ...... But before Lin Yu had run out much farther, a person appeared in the air in

front of him, and that person had a dagger in his hand, pointing at Lin Yu's heart.Lin Yu,
who was running forward, crashed into it himself, and his heart was pierced right through
by the dagger ......

Dao Yi looked at Lin Yu, who was slowly losing his breath beneath him, and looked at

even, the eyes that were filled with endless resentment, he slowly said, "You were

supposed to be a child, you were supposed to be able to be a good child ah.I'm sorry, even
if Lin Yan will let you go, but I won't!I'm not going to keep you around until you grow up

and get in trouble with Lin Hao, sorry ......"

Dao Yi said that the dagger that pierced Lin Yu's chest burst out with several strands

of energy, and the next moment Lin Yu's heart was strangled to pieces, even the best

medical techniques in the world couldn't save him ......

Dao Yi threw Lin Yu's corpse in a corner and waved his hand to get rid of it.He walked
to Lin Yan's room and nodded to him, "Sorry, I won't let him grow up, since ancient times,
there's no emotion in the emperor's family.And I don't want to see something like that

happen to the Jun family, to the Lin family!"

Lin Yan slowly stood up and looked at Dao Yi and said, "Brother Dao Yi, you don't
have to come to comfort me, even if you don't do anything just now, I will still do it.I
know some things please what to do, just if you take action then Xi Yi Pa Di Ai Yi Wu Wu,
thank you ah ...... to Dong Xue thickly buried it, according to Lin's specifications, thickly
buried it ......"

Dao nodded at one point, "Well, good ......"

Lin Yan walked out after saying that, he still had a lot of things to do next, he needed
to hurry up.And here in Yanjing he had two more places to go, one was Old Madam Lin's
place, he had to say goodbye to her before he left, and the other place was ...... Jun's
house!



Chapter 585

In the west hall of the Lin's ancestral home, Old Madam Lin was sitting in a chair reading

a book, reading the Tao Te Ching, it had been read many times by Old Madam Lin, but
she still loved it, she liked to read it over and over again.

Tomorrow is her own grandson Lin Hao's wedding, she wants to go, but she can't, she
wants to stay in Yanjing with her broken body, and use herself to hold back those Na'er
Lu Closing Closure of Yanjing who are against her grandson!She was waiting for the end

of the year, for the end of the year when Lin Hao would bring Shen Xiyan and come to

Yanjing to spend the New Year with her.

When the old lady thought of Lin Hao in her head, a smile appeared on her face, a
would-be smile.Her grandson was excellent, really excellent, and was building a huge

group of companies with his own strength.The last time she had gone north to Yanjing,
she had even seen the kind of kingly posture that Lin Hao had, and Lin Hao's aura was so
similar to that of her husband, Lin Hao's grandfather, Lin Zhantian.

These three generations of the Lin Clan's main lineage were stronger and better than

one generation to the next.Even if it was Lin Yan who made her heart die.Lin old him too

had to admit that Lin Yan's own abilities were excellent and his own abilities were also

the super strong kind.One had to know that Lin Yan was the last generation of Yanjing's
Gestalt more than a decade ago, the constant pressure of a world of pride.The Lin family

has a Lin Yan existence, just one Lin Yan, the pressure of the domestic big families of the

young generation can not lift their heads ......

In the beginning, Old Mrs. Lin was very happy, her own husband was so great, and
her own son was a generation Gestapo.One could imagine how glamorous Old Mrs. Li was
more than a decade ago.One has to know that more than twenty years ago, Old Mrs. Lin
was called the First Lady!It's easy to imagine how glorious Old Mrs. Lin was at first.

But on that day more than twenty years ago, her husband died suddenly, and a few

years later, the Lin clan rebelled.He is the only one who has the power to take over the

Lin Clan, suppressing his opponents, marrying his wife, and being greedy for vanity. ......



At that time, Mrs. Lin Hao was filled with despair about her entire life, but she still
persevered.She had to live to wait to see, with her own eyes, her good grandson Lin Hao,
inherit the Lin Clan and become the head of the Lin Clan before she would leave with
peace of mind.As for her own son, Lin Yan?She has long since stopped harboring any

illusions about Lin Yan in her heart ......

"Oh, Mother Superior, you look good, what happy thoughts?"Right at this moment,
Lin Yan's voice reached Old Lady Lin's ears.

Old Mrs. Lin's face that was smiling was reduced and became gloomy.She swept a
cold glance at Lin Yan and said with an unhappy look, "Hmph, my grandson is getting

married tomorrow, so I'm naturally happy.But what are you doing here?You're not
welcome here, shouldn't you, the head of the Lim family, be busy?Do your own thing and
go to ......."

Lin Yan to the old lady's tone and attitude, but the heart all but did not care, but went
to the old lady, personally poured a cup of tea to the old lady, put it to the side of the old
lady, said with a smile: "Mom, the weather is getting colder, you need to pay more

attention to the body ah, remember to wear more heavy clothes ......".

Lin Yan was smiling at Old Madam Lin, but the pain in his heart was known only to

him.For the past ten years, he had hidden himself for ten years for revenge, and he had

voluntarily set himself up as a mass rebel.He himself had forced his own son, to shoot

himself.He himself had forced his own mother, who had forced him to die for Lin

Hao.And the pain of this, from the beginning to the end, only he himself knew, only he

was carrying it in silence.

"Hmph, I can't die, no need for you to care, are you done?Just say the word and

go!"Old Mrs. Lin snorted coldly and thought about it and said to Lin Yan, "Oh right, my

grandson's wedding tomorrow, I was going to look for you too.If you dare to ruin

Hao'er's wedding tomorrow, don't blame me for completely severing ties with you!Let
you, the Lin Clan Master, disgrace yourself!"

Lin Yan smiled and nodded, "Oh ...... Mom, you're overly worried, Lin Hao is my own

son, how would I mess up on his big wedding day?Mom, don't worry, I won't let anyone
mess up, and I promise you, I won't let those people from the branch vein, mess up Lin

Hao's wedding either!"Lin Yan made a serious promise to Old Lady Lin.

"Huh?"Old Lady Lin was incomparably puzzled by the news and looked at Lin Hao.She



There was some curiosity in my heart because today Lin Yan's attitude towards her
seemed to be a bit off.No ...... Not just the attitude towards her, today Lin Yan, it seemed

like something was wrong with his whole body ...... But what exactly was wrong, Old
Lady Lin couldn't tell for a while......

Chapter 586

Old Madam Lin frowned and nodded to Lin Yan, snapping in a cold voice, "Well, I, you've
met me, you can go now and go do what you, the Lin Clan Master, should do.But
remember what you just said yourself!"

"Mm ...... "Lin Yan nodded with a smile, took a deep breath, turned around and

left.Just when he was almost at the corner of the courtyard gate, Lin Yan stopped and

turned around to look at old Mrs. Lin. ......

His mother was already over seventy this year, her entire body had an air of old age,
and over the years, because of the fire of the heart, Old Lady Lin's health had been

deteriorating year after year, with many serious illnesses.He didn't know how much

longer Old Lady Lin could hold on, perhaps this departure of his Lin Yan might be an

eternal farewell.

The old man in the pavilion in the courtyard at the moment, however, is his own
mother, who raised and educated him with great effort, and who had even given

everything for him before.And perhaps this meeting, will never see each other again ......

Thinking of this, Lin Yan's eyes couldn't help but get a little moist.Lin Yan, who was

standing at the door, turned around and paid a deep obeisance to Old Lady Lin, "Mom,
since you don't like me to come over often, I won't come over in the future, there are too
many family matters.Then please take care of your health in the future, take care of your
health, take care of ...... "Lin Yan deeply worshiped.

Old Lady Lin didn't read the book at this point either, frowning at Lin Yan.No,
something was wrong, something was very wrong with Lin Yan today.But Old Lady Lin

didn't know why Lin Yan was like this, and she didn't believe that Lin Yan could change

for the better.You know this son in front of her had been greedy for the power of the Lin



Clan for a whole decade!Thinking of this, even though Old Lady Lin still had a hint of

doubt in her heart, she didn't show it.

She just nodded her head and said to Lin Yan, "Mm ......"

Lin Yan straightened up, didn't look at Old Madam Lin again, turned around and left,
only to turn around Lin Yan, whose eyes had turned red on a face that Old Madam Lin

couldn't see ......

Until long after Lin Yan left, Old Lady Lin was frowning at the direction Lin Yan had

left.There was an old aunt standing beside Old Mrs. Lin, this old aunt was called Qiu

Hong, who had followed Old Mrs. Lin all her life.Old Mrs. Lin was also incredibly clear

about what happened with Lin Yan, and right now she was similarly frowning at the

direction Lin Yan had left.

"Qiu Hong, do you think there's something wrong with him today?He actually came

over to me so nicely to pay his respects, and his attitude was serious, and his tone wasn't
punchy, nor was he as gloomy as usual.This feeling, it's like, it's like ...... "Old Mrs. Lin
said, she reached out and rubbed her temples, she just always felt, that kind of Lin Yan,
somewhat familiar, but exactly where is it familiar, for a moment she can't
remember.......

"It's like, the old Lin Yan, the old Lin Yan, the best kid in Yanjing, the best kid ......"
Old Mrs. Lin couldn't remember, and Qiu Hong, who was more than ten years younger

than her, took over and said to her ......

"A dozen years ago, Diff?"Old Mrs. Lin, her mouth murmured, she withdrew her gaze

towards the doorway, and turned to, the cup of tea that was on the table at the moment,
the cup of tea that Lin Yan, had just poured for her with his own hands, and for a moment,
Old Mrs. Lin was stunned ......

In the cold wind, vast but not many people in the Lin's ancestral home, where the old
lady is in the west palace, in the gazebo, an old man quietly sitting there, lonely and

dazed ......

A lonely old man who has lost his husband, his son, and his grandchildren are no

longer around ......

Formed a very special picture of West Love West Grill Whiskey Yi Er ......



Chapter 587

Lin Yan, who had bade farewell to Old Madam Lin, walked to the gate of the Lin Clan's
ancestral home.Lin Yan didn't leave in a hurry, because this time he was leaving, he
would probably never return here in his life.

"It's been ten years, ten whole years, I haven't left here, but this time it's time to leave

ah ...... well, it's time to go out and put some things to rest ah ......" Lin Yan looked at the

gate of the Lin Clan's ancestral home and murmured.

Dao Yi's figure slowly floated behind him, Dao Yi also looked at the door of the Lin

Clan's ancestral home and fell silent, after a while, Dao Yi looked at Lin Yan and said

seriously, "You can stay a little longer, perhaps, this time you won't be able to come

back ......"

Lin Yan smiled and shook his head and said: "It's getting late, time to go, let's go ......"
Lin Yan said and turned around and left, the Lin Clan's ancestral home was getting farther

and farther behind him ......

"To June's?"Daoist Pair asked Lin Yan.

"Well, when you go to the Jun family, it's time to meet the person who has been

crowned by the Yanjing generation, Jun Wu Jing.But in the future, when my son returns

to Yanjing, he, Jun Wujing, must give up this title to my son!The glory of Yan Gai's world
can only be my son's!"There was a monstrous confidence in Lin Yan's eyes.

Because just the last time Lin Hao had left from the Lin Clan's ancestral home, he had
fought Lin Hao once at the gate, and on that occasion, he could see that Lin Hao was

endlessly close to that level, and was even standing at the very pinnacle of the level below
it, and that by simply poking through that layer of paper, Lin Hao would be able to

completely make it to his level.And this level was called under the definition of the

Taoists: innate!

What does innate represent?What it represented was another level that the individual

entered after reaching a peak in battle strength, a level that was already completely

different from ordinary people.The innate strength would make them start to see the

world more clearly, more clearly, and begin to see the world more clearly.And like Night



One, the Black Dragons under Jun Wu Jing, their battle strength was all below innate, far
from touching the threshold of innate.One strong innate could easily kill dozens of top

warriors under innate, killers!This was the innate terror.

This was also the same reason why Jun Wu Jing, who only killed his way up to

Yanjing, defeated the older figures of the Jun family in a short period of time, thus taking
sole control of the entire Jun family, Gai Shi, was just an external honorific title a

glory.The real reason was Jun Wu Jing's own strength, which had broken through to the

level of innate!Naturally, the innate level is not able to fight only against thermal

weapons, but they have been able to anticipate the trajectory of the bullet, strength,
speed, physique are greatly enhanced, ordinary bullets have been difficult to kill them,
unless with a large equivalent ammunition to blast, and the innate existence, basically
will not give the opponent that opportunity ......

Let's put it this way, the top families in the country, the hundred year old clans, the
thousand year old warlords, what determines their rise and fall is whether or not there is

an innate master within the clan, an innate master is also called a clan master, an innate

master is enough to town a domain.An innate master is enough to bring about the

prosperity of a clan!

The only one who could kill an Innate Master was an Innate Master, and since ancient

times, it was no different.And if Lin Hao hadn't broken through that layer when he went

north to Yanjing in the future, then he would be unable to raise his head when he faced

Jun Wu Jing.The luck in Lin Hao's body would also be invariably drawn by Jun Wu

Jing.That time would be troublesome.Because since ancient times, there would only be

one Gestalt in one domain!A strong innate master with overshadowing glory was far more

powerful than an ordinary innate master, and the strength lay in his own momentum, the
addition of luck!

That's why before Lin Yan left, he was going to meet that Gai Shi of the Jun Family,
and he was going to meet Jun without regret.Leaving enough time for Lin Hao's growth.

An hour later, in the Yanjing Jun Family, in the hall where the Jun Servant Lu Closing

Love Closing Foe Er Closing Regretless was located, after Jun Wuyou sent out the Black

Dragon a few people in the morning, he dispersed all the people in the Jun Family, and
right now, he was the only one existing in the entire Jun Family.Because underworld he

had a feeling, a feeling that he would meet his own kind today, a feeling that someone

would come looking for him today.



This feeling didn't have any warning, it was just the pull of qi, and he vaguely sensed

that there was an extremely strong qi on Lin's side that was coming towards where he

was ......

"Lim?That Yanjing's last generation, Gaishi?Lin Yan?Isn't it rumored that he's been
living snail-mail in Lim for the past decade or so?How did they suddenly become so

powerful?

Airplane?Had Lin Yan been hiding it all along?Oh, then that would be interesting ah,
very interesting, I wasn't even interested in him anymore, but now it seems that I was

wrong ...... "Jun Wu Jing's face showed a hint of an interested smile ......

At this moment, Lin Yan, who was dressed in black, slowly walked in from the gate of

the Jun family towards the direction where Jun Wu Jing was, watching Lin Yan walk

slowly, but he was able to span more than a meter with each step, so in a short while Lin

Yan appeared in front of Jun Wu Jing.

Boom ...... When Lin Yan appeared, Jun Wu Jing also stood up.Suddenly, these two
big Gai Qi of Yan Yan in front and behind collided wildly, and the air around them both

began to distort.

Jun Wu Jing slowly narrowed his eyes as he felt the strength of Lin Yan's Qi Qi,
staring at Lin Yan with a deadly stare and said, "Master Lin is so deep, even I thought you

were really useless after coming to Yanjing for so long!It seems you're not only not

crippled, but you're even stronger ...... have you been holding back all these years?"
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Boom ...... Lin Yan didn't speak, but he fiercely punched at Jun Wu Jing's chest, this
punch was so fast that it carried a boundless momentum.Jun Wu Jing's face changed
dramatically as he discovered to his horror that he actually felt a deep sense of crisis right
now as he faced Lin Yan's punch, and Lin Yan's Qi right now was as deep as the abyssal

sea, far more powerful than him ......

Bang ...... In the nick of time, Jun Wu Jing raised his hand and punched Lin Yan, only
under this punch, Jun Wu Jing's body continued to burst out ......



"Hmm, well, it's strong, but, go on!"Jun Wu Jing retreated three steps, but Lin Yan

didn't retreat a single step.This time Lin Yan used his full strength, Jun Wu Jing was not

his son, he naturally would not hold back.

Jun unrepentant muffled grunts Pa Er Wu Wu zero zero closed Shan, the next moment

the body fiercely impacted towards Lin Yan, the body rose a covert momentum, burst
towards Lin Yan, a fist head-on with Lin Yan ......

...... Boom ...... Boom ...... But every time he bombarded, no matter how much power

he, Jun Wuyoung, used and how powerfully he exploded, his body was beaten back time

and time again by Lin Yan ......

Poof ...... Until after the fifth confrontation, a trace of blood came fiercely from the

corner of Jun Wu Jing's mouth, he was defeated.He was the Gestalt of Yanjing's
generation, and Lin Yan was the Gestalt of the previous generation.So right now they

were both fighting in an upright manner, and neither of their pride would allow it, they
took a step back ......

"You're strong, worthy of being the last generation of Yanjing's Gestalt, I lost ......
what do you want to do!You should understand that it's one thing for you to defeat me,
but it's not so easy to kill me ...... And you're getting old, how long can you sustain this

kind of momentum, this kind of outburst?"Jun Wu Jing wiped the blood from the corner

of his mouth and stared at Lin Yan.

Lin Yan looked deeply at Jun Wu Jing and said, "You lost, now Yan Jing Gai Shi is

me!Secondly, you have just endured six blasts from me head-on, and the qi in your body

has become turbulent and entangled.Within March, you'd better not explode at full

strength, or you'll be in trouble and find it difficult to move forward, one step forward, in
this life!"

Poof ...... Hearing Lin Yan's words, Jun Wu Jing took a deep breath, wanting to verify
what Lin Yan said.But soon he spurted out a mouthful of blood, Lin Yan was right, now
his body's breath was in turmoil very badly.If he were to fire up again now, he would be

in trouble, his meridians would be severely damaged ......

"I want to know why you're doing this.We don't have a grudge, do we?And this

morning I sent someone to Heavenly Sea to help your son!"Jun Wu Jing stared at Lin Yan

with a deadly stare and said slowly.



Lin Yan indifferently said, "Hmph, my Lin Yan's son, it's not your turn to save him!I'll
immediately go to Heavenly Sea, a bunch of EGL wild dogs are just that.Tell your men to

come back immediately, or don't blame me for killing them all!"

Jun Wu Jing looked deeply at Lin Yan, he knew that Lin Yan wasn't joking with him

anymore.But in the next moment Jun Wu Jing straightened up and laughed at Lin Yan,
"Oh, it's interesting, it's really interesting, I'm more or less aware of your Lin family's
affairs, since you're showing your strength now, then I'm sure those people in Lin Jie Tian

are already dead, right?Hehe, that they are far away from the Western European side of

the branch headquarters, but will not let up ah, the Western Lin branch of the sacred

mountain, but there are several innate experts, you are going to kill the sacred

mountain?Oh, the horror you'll die ah ......"

Lin Yan's eyes slowly narrowed and the killing intent on his body grew thicker,
staring at Jun Wu Jing: "If you want to find death, then I'll fulfill you ......"

Buzz ...... As Lin Yan's words fell, the air around him distorted, and Dao Yi's figure
slowly emerged, appearing on the other side of Jun Wu Hui, Dao Yi smiled at Jun Wu Hui

and said, "Oh, young man, I advise you not to be too impulsive, young people just mind

your younger generation's business, we'reIt's not good enough for you to stay out of the

old generation's grudges, is it?"

"Another innate ......" Jun Wu Jing felt the momentum of Dao Yi's body and murmured,
slowly the smile on his face, disappeared ......

Lin Yan looked at him deeply and said, "Three months, three months my son Lin Hao

will come and fight you!"

Jun Wu Jing was silent, he had his own pride as this generation of Yanjing's
Gestalt.Even though he was currently facing a siege of two innate experts, he dared to

fight, and if he fought with all his might regardless of the consequences

Words, the outcome is still unknown, but then he would have been seriously injured ......

With that in mind, Jun Wu Jing nodded, "Good ......"

"Smart choice, but the younger generation is getting stronger and stronger ......" Dao
Yi smiled slightly and his figure disappeared again.Lin Yan, on the other hand, turned
around and walked away ......



"Wait a minute, is there a path above the first?"Just as Lin Yan was about to leave, Jun
Wu Jing suddenly asked a question to Lin Yan's back.

Lin Yan's body paused violently and was silent for a while before he said, "There is,
and you'll see it soon, that person, will come looking for you ...... get ready ......"
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At six o'clock in the evening, the sky outside was already dark, Lin Hao's office was unlit,
and he was the only one in the large CEO's office at the moment, sitting there quietly,
alone in the darkness.

Every hour, Mo Tianji would send him a message, from the time Mo Tianji started to

act until now.Inside and outside the country, Mo Tianji had strangled seventy-two Black

Iron rank killers of Sakura's Tear, but those ten Silver rank killers hadn't been able to kill

a single one until now, Mo Tianji did find them once, but they escaped after killing two of
their brothers.The large Tianhai City, with a permanent population of over ten million

people, it was hard, hard to find those ten silver-ranked assassins in such a big city ......

And on this day Lin Hao had also thought a lot about the consequences of killing
himself, and the Lin branch was well aware of the consequences of killing himself.If he
was killed, then war must be waged against the branch whether Lin Yan wanted it or

not!This was a great trend, not something anyone could stop.But the Lin Clan branch

knew the consequences of that, yet they actually dared to come like this, brazenly!

That could only mean one thing, and that was that the Lin Branch was ready, for a
second all-out war!After ten years, it was once again a battle for power.So now it was no

longer about Lin Hao, whether to postpone the marriage or not, but about an all out war

with the Lin Clan branch.If he was able to annihilate all of the Sakura Tear's killers in
Tianhai City, then the Lin Clan would still postpone it for a while, but that was clearly
impossible.Even if he were to take on those ten silver-ranked assassins head-on, he
wouldn't be 100% sure, let alone the fact that the other side was still hiding in the

shadows now.

"Trouble, time is too short, too short ah ...... "Lin Hao's eyes were incomparably heavy,
yes, the time left for him was too short.It looked like those people from the branch vein



wouldn't even wait until the general election in three years.They were about to go to war
now, and wouldn't leave him any time to develop at all.

You know Lin Hao had only been back from Yanjing for nearly half a month full time,
and in that half a month he had only apparently annexed Lin's forces in Tianhai City and

was disrupting and reorganizing them into his own forces, and that took time.But
obviously those people from the Lin Clan branch weren't idiots and weren't even giving

him that time anymore.

It could be said that from tomorrow actually, Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan would be in

great danger all the time.The Lin Clan's branch's sudden start of war really hit Lin Hao by
a surprise er er love to pick up zero er land hand ......

Just when Lin Hao was feeling deeply powerless, suddenly Night One called him

over.Lin Hao was shocked when he saw that the call was from Night One, because Night

One was protecting Shen Xiyan, and Night One calling him should be about Shen

Xiyan.Now Lin Hao was willing to receive a call from anyone, and didn't want to see

Night One's call come in.

Lin Hao deeply frowned, or picked up, soon the phone over there came the voice of

Night One's excitement: "Big brother, my master went out, he had arrived in Tianhai half

an hour ago, and my master also with Lin Yan to, Lin Yan in Tianhai City's entire
intelligence network, with my master out, those ten silver assassins, absolutely can't live
tonight, you can rest assured ......"

Lin Hao was incomparably confused at the news.Night One's master, who he had only

seen a few times, the one who wore robes all year round, with an unfathomable breath,
was vaguely at another level.And even a master who could cultivate an apprentice like

Night One, how much worse could he be?

Night One's master was Daoist One, very strong, a great man who had been following

Lin Yan around more than a decade ago.But after that battle more than a decade ago,
didn't he part ways with Lin Yan?So why would Daoist One be willing to help himself

now?Lin Hao thought that it must have been Night One who went to beg for it, or else
Dao One wouldn't have agreed to do it.Thinking of this, Lin Hao was somewhat moved.

"Night One, thank you ......" Lin Hao took a deep breath and said to Night One

incomparably seriously.



After a moment of silence on Night One's side, he said, "It's okay big brother, we are
brothers ...... big brother you can rest assured to prepare for tomorrow's wedding with

your sister-in-law, tonight Sakura's Tears come to Tianhai City all the killers, will
die ......"Night One's tone was incomparably sure, because his master was already on

another level, even if the leader of the Tears of Cherry Blossoms himself came, he
wouldn't be able to do anything about it.And his master still had the intelligence network

that Lin Yan had operated in Tian Hai City for many years, it wouldn't be difficult to find
those Tears of the Cherry Blossom killers!
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And at the same time, just as Lin Hao hung up the phone, in a building a thousand meters

away from where he was, Lin Yan broke the neck of a silver-ranked killer just in time.

"Sixth one now ......" muttered Lin Yan, he was in constant communication with Dao

Yi, Dao Yi had killed two on his side and he had killed four on his side.And now there

were only four left, two of them were in Tianhai City, while the other two were outside,
preparing to arrive in the early hours of tomorrow ......

An hour later, on the roof of an abandoned rotten building in Tianhai City, Dao Yi and
Lin Yan both plunged their daggers into the body of the, last Silver-ranked assassin in

Tianhai City.So far Sakura's Tears, the silver-ranked assassins that had come to Tianhai

City, had all been annihilated!

"There are two left, one for each of us, those two aren't here and the distance is quite

far, it looks like we'll have to make a trip ah ......" said Dao Yi frowning at Lin Yan.

Lin Yan nodded slowly, "Well, that's hard work brother Dao Yi, I'll go to South Asia

and you go to Western Border ......"

"Good ...... "Dao nodded at one point, and when he said he wanted to leave, he looked
at Lin Yan a wu dyeing shade service dyeshan eyes, and asked Lin Yan: "After this is
finished, we will go to Western Europe, not necessarilyI'll be back alive.Your son's
wedding tomorrow, let's stay in Tianhai City one more day, is not bad, and tomorrow

morning, we have to come back to Tianhai town, in case the "burial" guy, angry,
personally come, the current Lin Hao still can not resist him ah ......"



The "Burial"mentioned by Dao Yi is the leader of the Tear of Cherry Blossoms, Burial's
strength is not much weaker than Dao Yi, and it is also an innate grandmaster level giant

spirit, the current Lin Hao and Yei Yi combined are probably not a match for Burial.

Lin Yan frowned deeply, his killing intent rushed to the sky, slowly nodding his head,
"Good, then tomorrow we will stay in the Heavenly Sea for one last day, then we will go

directly to Western Europe, both Burial and Lin Xiaoyun are over there, after we go over

there, before they kill us, they shouldn't come back to Huaxia ......"

"Well, okay then, time is running out, let's move quickly, after we hang the last two

silver rank killers, we'll immediately head back to the Heavenly Sea ......" after Dao Yi

finished speaking to Lin Yan, they each took the helicopter that came to meet them and

separated ......

At the same time, Mo Tianji's face ran to Lin Hao's office with great joy, incomparably

excited, and said to Lin Hao, "Brother, the matter is resolved, with the help of Mr. Dao
Yi's information, currently all of the Sakura Tear's black iron grade assassins have been

hanged, and the eight silver grade assassins that mother left in Tianhai City have also

been killed.Now Mr. Daoichi is heading over to the western side to hang the last two

silver-ranked assassins ......"

Hoo ...... Lin Hao was also greatly relieved after hearing Mo Tianji's report, and the

stone in his heart had finally fallen to the ground after being able to achieve such a
result.If there were still the last two Silver rank killers left, he himself would not be

afraid.

Lin Hao nodded and said, "Well, thanks to Mr. Dao Yi's help this time, I owe him a

favor for this, a great favor.This favor I Lin Hao remembered ...... "Lin Hao vowed in his

heart, in the future, if Dao Yi finds him something, no matter how difficult it is, he will
help, and will do his best, that way an innate master, outside running for himself.Lin
Hao's heart was also incomparably sad ......

But all the same, he was secretly determined to develop his own intelligence network

as fast as he could.And also to desperately try to improve his own strength, if he could
break through to that level of the Innate Master.Everything would be much easier to do,
and he wouldn't have to feel as powerless as he did now ......

And Lin Hao had also heard that there had been a world-famous figure from Yanjing,
Jun Wu Jing!The Heavenly Sea City he was in was a great city on par with Yanjing, so
naturally, it also had a huge amount of heritage and luck.



"It seems that I also need to hurry up and break through that level and become the

Gestalt of Tianhai City!"Lin Hao frowned, his heart made up his mind, sooner or later he
would have to kill Yanjing, and then Yanjing had a terrifying figure like Jun Wu Jing, as
the saying goes, one mountain can't contain two tigers, sooner or later he would go up

against Jun Wu Jing.And it's about the interests of both the Jun and Lin families ......

In the next moment, Lin Hao threw his head back, preventing himself from thinking

about those things.After all, the mistake was to prepare for tomorrow's wedding.
It's all about peace of mind and preparing for the big wedding, a wedding with Shen

Xiyan, a wedding that is destined to become a feast for the ages ......

"Xi Yan, nothing can stop us now, believe me, you will become tomorrow, the most

beautiful bride ...... the most beautiful woman ...... the happiest woman ......" Lin Hao

looked out of the window in the direction where Shen Xi Yan was and murmured in his
heart ......
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